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Introduction.

This paper is a discussion of the linguistic andpsycholinguistic

propositions underlying the Stanford computer-assisted curriculum in

beginning reading. The preparation and presentation of this curriculum

has been undertaken as a joint project by staff members, of the Institute

for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences at Stanford, under the

direction of Professor Richard C. Atkinson, and by members of the teach-

ing staff at Brentwood Elementary School in East Palo Alto, California,

Mr. William Rybensky, Principal.

Although it is impossible to separate completely the lingUistic

elements of the Stanford program from the total curriculum, we have

tried to provide this independent discussion of linguistic issues for

those interested in comparing the methodological positions of various

lingUistically-oriented reading materials. We feel that the precise

rationale for many important methodological decisions has been obscure

in several reading series claiming a lingUistic approach. In this paper

we will attempt to state what we consider to be the necessary rationale

for some of these decisions, and then detail and defend some specific

positions adopted in the Stanford program.

It should be noted that such a rigorously detailed approach as we

propose, while perhaps always desirable, is in fact a requirement in a

computer-based curriculum.* Such a curriculum demands clearly defined

decisions in instructional methodology and detailed specifications of

*General discussions of the requirements of computer-based curricula
are included in Atkinson and Hansen (1965) and Rodgers (1967).
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individual items--their wording, sequence, and format. The criteria for

evaluating student responses and for determining subsequent instructional

sequences must be similarly detailed.

Contributions of LingQistics to Reading Pedagogy.

In discussions of linguistics and the teaching of reading, it has

sometimes been assumed on the part of both linguists and teachers that

there are essential similarities between the structure of language as

described by linguists and the instruction of reading as undertaken by

teachers. In actuality, the task of the li.nguist and the task of the

reading teacher are highly dissimilar, and any attempt to equate them

can only obscure some rather specific, though li.mited, areas in which

communication can usefQlly take place. Thus it is that one can find

several contemporary reading programs designated as "linguistically"

oriented bu·;; 'which differ significantly.* These differences are not

primarily due to linguistic disagreements among the consultant lingQists,

but rather to the pedagogical use of certain basic linguistic information.

As the pedagogical use of linguistic description is varied today,

so has, historically, the focus of lingQistics within its own sphere

been varied. The focus of 18th and 19th century lingui.stics was

primarily philological and, particularly, etymological. During that

period the influence of linguistics in the langQage arts tended to em-

phasize instruction in word structure, word origins, and word relation-

ships.

*Several series thus designated are pre.Bently available. The
LingQistic Science Readers (Harper and Row), Basic Reading (Lippincott),
Merrill Linguistic Readers (Merrill), Linguistic Block Series (Scott
Foresman), and Programmed Reading (Sullivan) are perhaps the best known.
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Twentieth century linguists have been most concerned with analyzing

the total structure of a particular language at a particular point in

time. Studies of this period have been most detailed and successful in

their descriptions of sound structure or descriptions at the phonemic

level. This interest has been reflected in current views on reading

pedagogy, as seen in the heavy emphasis placed on the sound-symbol re

lationship--the relationship between phoneme and grapheme. S~veral

contemporary reading series reflect this influence.*

Most recently, studies of sentence syntax have occupied the center

stage of linguistic inquiry. Successes in this area have been reflected

in recent language arts materials stressing sentence analysis, as in the

recent texts of Roberts (1964) and Lefevre (1964). One could,conclude

then that li.nguistic studies have provided support at various points in

time for reading methods based on teaching word identification, letter

sound correspondence, and sentence analysis.

As Charles Fries indicates, texts based on these methods--the

so-,:alledword me 'thod, the phonics method, and the sentence method-

considerably predate their linguistic rationales (Fries, 1963), Sub

sequently, when linguistic scholars have turned their attention to these

issues, the support for a single approach has been far from unanimous,

The following quotations from four scholars who have been most concerned

with the development and evaluation of linguistically-oriented reading

materials illustrate this point, One can easily note their diverse points

*All of those previously cited.
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of view on the proper linguistic units (sounds, words, sentences) with

which initial reading should be correlated, on the use of nonsense

syllables, and on the explicit teaching of language patterns or the

language code.

Our first reading material will consist of two-letter
and three-letter words in which the letters have the (regular)
sound values given••• The acquisition of nonsense syllables
is an important part of the task of mastering the reading
process. The child will learn the patterns of the language
more rapidly if you use the nonsense syllables in teaching.
(Bloomfield and Barnhart, 1961)

The teaching of the mechanics of techniques of word
recognition is best done with materials which are maximally
meaningful to the learner, e.g., words that are labeled for
things of. interest to the learner or very simple sentences
that convey an interesting or useful message. (Carroll, 1963)

The first task of reading instruction should be to give
pupils a conscious knowledge of the language patterns they
have mastered in the unconscious operational level ••• primary
reading and writing instruction should begin with developing
his consciousness of them in relation to the graphic system.
Probably the best method is practice in speaking and oral
reading of familiar patterns, with emphasis upon the native
intonations. Children who are taught to read with main
emphasis on larger patterns than words would be expected to
develop their own generalizations of spelling-sound relation
ships .... (Lefevre, 1964)

The process of learning to read in one I s native language
is the process of transfer from the auditory signs for lan
guage signals, which the child has already learned, to the
new visual sign for the same signals. The process of transfer
is not [italics mine] the learning of the language code.
(Fries, 1963)

Acknowledging this diversification of views, one might well inquire

as to the specific areas of interest that linguistics and reading share,

and if one can reconcile such "linguistically" supported but apparently

contradictory points of view concerning the teaching of reading. If we
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accept a single proposition upon which the above scholars agree, namely,

that reading is primarily an act of speech reconstruction from a written

representation, then certainly one important contribution the linguist

can make is in describing the sound sequences (speech) that the reader

reconstructs from the written symbols. It must be emphasized again that

a description of speech performance is just that.* Such a linguistic

description is not, of course, a blueprint for a teaching program.

Secondly, the linguist might contribute structural descriptions of

the graphic system. These descriptions could indicate, for instance,

what features of shape are shared by various letters or various words.

Such graphemic studies have received little linguistic attention to the

present.**

In addition, the linguist can detail the correspondence of graphic

forms to speech forms. This contribution may be particularly meaningful

to those teachers who teach reading to speakers of linguistically

analyzed non-standard dialects. For example, all reading teachers are

aware of certain classic homonymic problems--that ~ and ~ may both be

pronounced luwl (blue - blew); that ee and ea may both be pronounced

/iyl (reed - read); that 2.':. and Z!!: may both be pronounced lowl (~- tow).

Fewer teachers share the explicit realization that speakers of non-

standard dialects, such as many Negroes in New York City, have a "regular"

*Many such descriptions or really partial descriptions of English
speech are available. Those of Trager and Smith (1951), Fr.ies (1952),
and Pike (1945), have been the most influential in the development of
linguistically-oriented reading materials.

**See Bolinger (1946), Gelb (1952), Gibson et al (1962), Gleason
(1955), and Edan (1961) for some tentative proposals.
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but much more pervasive set of homonyms. For these speakers, the

homonymic set including toe and tow may include as well~, towed and

told. For such speakers no distinction in pronunciation will be made

between seed and cede as one would expect, but in addition, no distinc

tion will be made between these words and seat, ~, and sealed. It is

important that a reading program which focuses on the regular correspon"

dences between letter and sound confront facts of dialect if it is

prepared for such a population. Studies such as those presently being

conducted by Labov (1966) in New York City suggest how dialect differences

affect the presentation of sound-symbol relationships in the reading

curriculum.

Finally, linguists might offer comparative studies· of the syntactic

structure of written English and spoken English. Here again there have

been few serious efforts and these have been limited in scope. Kenyon

(1948) discusses in very general terms distinctions between various

registers and styles of written and spoken prose. Humboldt's original

attempt (1836) to define lexical, grammatical, and syntactic distinctions

existing between prose and poetry has been followed by a number of

specific stUdies, such as those compiled in Sebeok (1960). Frequency

studies have shown that passive sentence forms occur in written English

with several times the frequency that they do in conversation among the

same writers, and that first and second person pronouns dominate spoken

English whereas third person pronouns dominate written English. However,

these observations hardly provide deep insight into the contrastive

fJeatures of written and spoken usage, nor do they provide a basis upon

which one might structure a reading curriculum.
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Some more recent and detailed studies have sought "to com~are the

redundancy of children's spontaneous language at various ages with that

of adults and that of the books" (Carterette and Jones, 1965). The

evidence from such studies, though admittedly not directly concerned

with syntactic structure as linguists know it, does suggest that for

certain syntactic measures such as sentence length, beginning readers

as well as more advanced readers prefer reading materials which approxi

mate in length and redundancy their own spontaneous speech patterns.

Strickland's (1962) ambitious attempt to compare the structure of

children's speech and children's readers yielded the unsur~rising result

that the syntax of spontaneous children's speech is much more complex

than is the syntax of primary readers. Unfortunately, serious flaws in

the sampling techniques and in the linguistic analyses have discouraged

any finer-grained interpretation of Strickland's results.

In conclusion, it can be noted that no one of these possible lin

guistic contributions to the teaching of reading has any direct bearing

on the classical questions asked by teachers, i.e., What examples do we

present in what quantity over what period of time? What do we say about

the examples? How do we organize the examples? How do we test if the

topic material being taught is in fact being learned? HoW do we

anticipate and accommodate different speeds and styles of learning among

our students? These are legitimate concerns to an educator, but to a

linguist only if he qualifies as an educator as well as a linguist.

It is not surprising then that there are conspicuous differences

among linguistically-oriented reading materials in their implicit
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answers to questions commonly posed by reading teachers. It is necessary,

nonetheiess, to provide answers to questions about the nature and pre

sentation of teaching exemplars, individualized behaviors, etc. If

linguists and linguistics cannot offer clear answers, where will the

answers come from?

Psycholinguistics, Applied-Linguistics, and the Teaching of Language Arts.

Workers in the rather new fields known as psycholinguistics and

applied linguistics have attempted to suggest answers to questions such

as those raised in the preceding discussion. It is the intent of the

psycholinguist to seek empirical confirmation or disconfirmation of

hypotheses formulated to explain "the way a speaker's conception, pro

duction or assimilation of linguistic material are controlled by features

of his history and stimulus situation" (Fodor and Katz, 1964),· or more

broadly to study'~he relations between messages and the characteristics

of human individuals who select and interpret them" (Osgood and Sebeok,

1953). It is the intent of the applied linguist to form pedagogical

propositions for the teaching of language arts which are compatible with

the empirical findings from linguistic description, learning theory,

oral and visual perception, and cognition.

Psycholinguistics and applied linguistics are both concerned with

two partiCUlar issues of considerable linguistic and psychological

consequence. These issues seem to underlie much of the discussion in

reading theory but rarely receive explicit confrontation. The first

of these issues concerns the relationship between linguistic and

cognitive units. More precisely, it concerns the psychological viability
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of the structural units customarily posited by descriptive linguists,

that is, it concerns the specific role played by distinctive features,

phonemes, syllables, morphemes, words, phrases, and sentences in the

production of language output and in the processing of language input

by language users.

The following quotations suggest that various posited linguistic

units are felt to have a psychological reality and are not merely con-

structs invented by the linguist for descriptive convenience.

A system of distinctive features based on a mutually
implicating relation between the terms of each binary
opposition is the optimal code and it is unwarranted to
assume that the speech participants in their encoding and
decoding operations use a more complicated and less economic
set of differential criterion. (Jakobson and Halle, 1956)

The phoneme is probably the one unit that can be demon
strated to exist both linguistically and psychologically.
(Saporta, 1953)

The relational gaps between the sounds of the language
are just as necessary to the psychological definition of
these sounds as are the articulations and acoustic images
which are customarily used to define them. (Sapir, 1925)

All speech consists of a sequence of syllables and
breath groups which are phonetically the basic framework
of speech and the most clearly detectable segmentation.
(Gleason, 1955)

The first speech element that we have found which we
can say actually "exists" is the word. (Sapir, 1921)

The immediate constituent is the unit of speech
perception. (Garrett, Bever and Fodor, 1965)

These data give inductive support to the hypothesis
that there are psychological correlates of phrase structure
rules. (Johnson, 1965)
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The linguist, aware that the syllable, word,. and sentence
are functional concepts to the native speaker of the language,
has felt obliged to define them rigorously but he has met with
little success. (Saporta, 1953)

Native language learning is generally analytic rather
than synthetic in its method ••• the child's invention of his
language begins with large melodic and rhythmic patterns.
(Lefevre, 1964)

Speech impl.ies a selection of certain lingUistic entities
and their combination into linguistic units of a higher degree
of complexity. The speaker selects words and combines them
into sentences according to the syntactic system of the language
he is using. Sentences are in their turn combined into utterances.
(Jakobson, 1956)

The speaker formulates his utterance first by selecting
major sentence types and transformations and then by filling
them in with appropriate forms, the listener must apply these
procedures in reverse order as it were. (Carroll, 1964)

A second critical issue concerns the internal representation of

linguistically acquired information. Vigotsky (1962) sees this question

as one which attempts to de·termine the type of internal response pro-

duced to a word. He .considers the possibilities to be either optic,

auditory, motor or synthetic imagery. Vigotsky's view can be phrased

in the form of a question that is more familiar in discussions of

reading theory: Is the internal correspondent of a printed word some

pattern representing the word as seen, as heard, as spoken, or as the

word referent is visualized? These internal response possibilities have

been described by others in more dynamic terms, such as tracking through

associative nets, tallying of frequency registers, or constructing

possible contexts of use. Ho·wever, the possibilities suggested by

Vigotsky appear to be those which have more often influenced speculation

on the recognition and recall of "read" words.
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As our earlier discussion suggests, there is a notable lack of

unanimity concerning V;i.'gotsky'S assumption that it is indeed the "word"

as such that triggers these internal responses. As a further possibility,

Miller et al (1960) have selected the "chUnk" as the appropriate unit in

which language input is processed and stored. The "chunk" has a rather

mercurial psychological and linguistic status, apparently being a codable

group of whatever units one is attempting to examine atomistically.

At the moment, the most promising resolution of these contending

points of view is the assumption that anyone of these "solutions" may

be appropriate for a particular individual,for a particular ,situation,

for ~ particular time. That is to say, (concerning the first issue)

some students will be highly receptive to an initial reading approach

stressing sound-symbol correspondences at the phoneme-letter level.

Other students will find a spelling pattern or word pattern approach

most instructive. Still other students will find an experiential

approach which initially presents full sentence se~uences to be most

helpful. The continuing debate as to the role of pictures in primary

reading material may reflect differing beliefs on the part of the

debaters concerning the second issue discussed above. Eere again it

seems reasonable to feel that some students will be aided in acquisition

of early reading behaviors by an association of text and picture. Other

students will find extensive oral practice more facilitating in acquiring

the same behaviors. Still others will find visual training using various

presentations of orthographic material most helpful during ,this period.

If the teacher and the curriculum recognizes the range of possibilities
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discussed above, we may hopefUlly be in a better position to make a

pedagogical choice compatible with the needs of a given individual at

a given point in time.

Largely in the hope of developing some successful or at least test

able hypotheses concerning the acquisition of different types of language

arts skills, the staff at the Institute for Mathematical Studies in the

Social Sciences has carried out a series of experiments to determine and

define certain perceptual and cognitive units which might influence the

specification of language learning tasks. We have been particularly

concerned with the general language competencies which adults bring to

the task of learning a second language and with the language competencies

which children bring to the task of learning to read. Our discussion in

this paper is largely limited to research in the second area; however,

we feel for many reasons that investigations in both areas have con

siderable overlap.

In several ways the child speaker can be considered to have a

reasonable approximation to adult linguistic competencies by the time

he is customarily introduced to reading. Ervin and Miller (1963),

Irwin (1960), Leopold (1949), and others have shown that mastery of the

full inventory of phonetic units is reasonably complete by the age at

which reading instruction normally begins. Berko (1958) has shown that

the child of six has considerable mastery of the important morphological

constructions within his language. While the six-year old does not

productively utilize the fUll range of syntactic possibilities, there

is little evidence to suggest that he is normatively limited in his

ability to comprehend the more complex syntactic productions of his
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elders. Menyuk notes in her studies of the speech of three-year old

children that these children "have incorporated most of the basic gen-

erative rules of grammar that we have thus far been able to describe

and are using these rules to understand and produce sentences" (Menyuk,

1963). Due to the child speaker's approximation of adult competencies,

we have found that many of our studies of second language learning by

adults have directly or indirectly corroborated findings from our studies

on beginning reading.

Goals of the Stanford Program.

We have assumed that the ability to transfer strings of written

symbols into some form of spoken units is a prerequisite of successful

reading. A practical justification for this proposition is that oral

reading permits one to evaluate the progress and mastery of the overall

reading task.* The major disagreements that have arisen concern what

sort of base unit might be the appropriate one through which to encourage

reading generalization or transfer. These disagreements have generated

the long-standing feud between the proponents of phonics and word recog-

nition. This feud has been recently extended to include champions of

larger syntactic and intonational constructions.

*This position has been attacked on several occasions, however.
One attack has come from those who object, quite rightly, to any implied
claim that successfnl adult readers invariably mediate their understand
ing of the written text through some sort of explicit pronunciation,
SUb-vocalization, or production of motor signals underlying artiCUlation.
A second form of attack has come from those who feel that heavy concen
tration on oral reading may encourage reading for pronunciation rather
than reading for meaning (Goodman, 1965). The most extreme attack has
come from those who hold that primary reading is best taught without
any reference to the sound system at all (Farnham, 1881; Bever and
Bower, 1966). Our own position relative to these is hopefnlly made
clear in the body of this paper.
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Discussion of these issues has been somewhat confused by several

practical considerations. First, no "pure" method has ever been followed

in the construction of a particular set of reading materials which might

then have been tested in some sort of rigorous experimental situation.

Furthermore , it has yet to be demonstrated that any method,sequence, or

procedure fails to yield considerable reading success in almost any en

vironment. Our initial efforts at Stanford, then, were not so much an

attempt to discover "the" reading method, but rather to describe and

examine some aspects of linguistic competency which appear to be relevant

to the task of transfer which is implied in beginning reading as viewed

from almost any methodological point of view.

In sequencing primary reading materials, educators have traditionally

constructed programs built upon basic reading units which are ortho

graphically well-defined. This is generally the reason for advocating

letter sounding, word sounding, or sentence sounding as introductory

reading techniques, as the letter, word and sentence are well demarcated

by the traditional orthographic conventions of spacing and punctuation.

All these techniques assume that the reader will not be restricted

indefinitely to sounding out each letter or memorizing each new vocabu

lary word or sentence pattern, but that he will ultimately develop reading

generalizations. The precise nature of these generalizations has been

rather .inadequate1y· formillated, and the result has been confusion as to

the relative efficacy of the word recognition or letter sounding techniques.

We have therefore attempted to formulate certain hypotheses as to the

form and content of reading generalizations. We have tried simUltaneously
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to examine possible approaches to the acquisition of these generaliza,
tions. Finally, we have tried to frame both the generalizations and the

acquisition hypotheses in experimentally testable formats.

The Vocalic Center Group and the Transfer Stage of Beginning Reading.

We have chosen what we call the vocalic center group as a base unit

for our investigation. The vocalic center group in English is defined

as a vowel nucleus with 0- 3 preceding and 0-4 following consonants. We

deem the ability to recognize, manipulate, and associate printed sequences

with vocalic center groups to be one of the generalizations that both

letter and word sounding techniques imply. Thus, one could find ex-

ponents of either technique who would feel, as we do, that a learned

association between the letter sequences map and ten and the pronunciation

of these items should facilitate later association of tap and ~ to the

appropriate pronunciations; or that the learned association of tap and

rap to pronunciations should facilitate later association of trag to its

pronounced form. (An alternative letter-sound assumption might be that

tap and rap would facilitate the pronunciation of pat and par. An

alternative word recognition assumption might be that the set map, ten,

tap, ~, is a priori no easier to acquire than the set map, ten, dig,

far. )

Our definition of the vocalic center group indicates that it is

phonologically rather than semantically defined. Thus we would consider

pat, ing, per, sed, and strempts all legitimate vocalic center units.

The form that vocalic center groups may assume is fixed by the sound
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combination rules of Englisho* These rules indicate, for example, that

slrap, tenps, mealk, or tror could not represent legitimate vocalic

center groups in Englisho Our division of words into sets of vocalic

center groups follows some internally consistent though somewhat exter-

nally arbitrary ruleso These rules are specified in Hansen and Rodgers

(1965)0 The reader will not be seriously misled if he associates the

units which result from standard dictionary syllabification with the

vocalic center groups 0

There are, however, differences between the VCG and the traditional

dictionary syllable that we feel are sufficiently crucial to justify

adoption of the present te rminology 0 To cite just one example, the

latest edition of Webster's New World dictionary notes that the system

of syllabification used in the dictionary does not "square with the

observable facts of the English language" and that the virtues of the

system "are aesthetic not linguistic 0 " Aesthetic taste then suggests

different syllabic divisions for the homonymous items caster and

castor, as cast-~ and ~-toro The VCG criteria, on the other hand,

would have all like-sounding word items divided in like manner according

to phonological criteriao

Rather broadly stated, this implies that the specification of

morphological segmentation, (cast / ~) is less crucial in the initial

stages of reading than is the specification of phonological segmentation

of linguistic sequences, par,ticularly words.o This position is defended

*Bloomfield (1933), Hill (1958), and O'Connor and Trim (1953)
provide easily available synopses of these ruleso For more detailed
discussion, see Sholes (1964), Wallace (1951), and Yasui (undated) 0
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at some length in Hansen and Rodgers (1965). We might briefly mention

one study since completed which further supports this position. This

study attempted to evaluate the priorities of word division as viewed by

a population of just-beginning readers. In the experimental situation,

disyllabic, bi-m.orphemic words were enunciated in syllab.les to .children

who were asked to repeat the words, syllabified in the same manner,

Each word item was syllabified according to a "natural" morphemic and a

"natural" phonological division, e.g., dane-er, dan-~; toast-~,

toas-ter, etc, The children's errors overwhelmingly tended to favor

re-division along phonological rather than morphological boundaries.

This result encouraged us to explore further the question of composing

the initial reading curriculum from items chosen on the basis of phono

logical rather than morphological criteria. (The items used in the

experiment just reported were purposely chosen so that these criteria

would conflict. In the greatest number of cases, diverse criteria

suggest identical syllabification, e.g., quick-ly, kind-~, book-let,

~-~, etc. Thus most VCG and word analysis exercises can be intro

duced using items which satisfy both morphological and phonological

criteria, )

We have formulated various hypotheses about the relative difficulty

of learning to associate VCG (syllabic) responses with the appropriate

letter sequence stLmuli. Development of such associations takes place

during what Fries calls the transfer stage or what we have elsewhere

called the decoding stage. This is the period during which the student

learns to respond "rapidly to the patterns of graphic shapes and the

correlating portions of the language signals they represent" (Fries, 1963).
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As previously indicated, these hypotheses are based on speech forms,

are largely phonological in motivation, and are, thus, largely independent

of orthographic considerations such as letter confusability, word shape,

or punctuation conventions. It is, of course, a hypothesis requiring

empirical confirmation that phonological factors rather than orthographic

or morphological factors provide the best predictors of reading difficulty,

Most of the experiments which we have reported tend to verify this hy

pothesis. The series of experiments by Gibson and her associates support

our own general conclusion that "pronounciability is inferred to be •••

the grouping principle for reading or coding to speech units" (Gibson,

Pick, and Osser, 1962). Other independent investigations lend f'urther

support to this finding. Studies are reported showing high correlation

between articulation, audition and reading ability (Russell and Fea,

1963), the dominance of listening ability over I.Q. as a predictor of

reading success (Harris, 1956) and the uni-directional influence of

auditory perception on visual perception (Postman and Rosenzweig, 1957).

Tenets of the Stanford Program.

We have defined the Stanford approach to initial reading as applied

psycholinguistic. Hypotheses about the nature of the reading process,

the nature of learning to read, and the nature of teaching reading have

been constrvcted on the basis of linguistic information about the

structure of language .• empirical observations of language use, and an

analysis of the function of the written code. These hypotheses have

then been tested in experimental situations, structured to represent as

realistically as possible actual learning and teaching situations. On
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the basis of experimental findings, these hypotheses have been modified,

retested and ultimately incorporated into the curriculum as principles

dictating presentation variables and valueso This is, of course, some

what of an idealization since very little curriculum material can be said

to have been the perfect end-product of rigorous empirical evaluationo

We would claim, however, that the basic tenets of the Stanford program

have been formulated and modified on the basis of considerable empirical

evidence 0 It seems probable that these may be further modified or re

formulated on the basis of the considerably greater amount of empirical

evidence which will be available as the result of a year's CAl experience

with classes of beginning readerso

The tenets of the Stanford reading program, as stated here, are to

be taken as propositions intimately related to one another and consequents

of the philosophical points of view stated in the preceding pageso A

crucial aspect of that philosophy which we will again stress is the re

quirement for detailed specification which we have imposed upon the

preparation and presentation of the instructional materialso

Each student in the program follows an independent course of instruc

tion, making approximately 60 responses in each 20 minute instructional

periodo The sequencing and data collection programs trace the number

and type of instructional items presented to each student and the speed

and success with which each student has responded to each item presentedo

The items in turn are coded as to their linguistic structure, response

request type, vocabulary familiarity, etco We hDpe that a perspective

on the interplay of student learning (or learning avoidance) strategies

and our own teaching strategies will emerge from an analysis of the

interaction of these factors 0
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We have attempted to minimize the enormous number of variables which

customarily dominate the educational results of teacher and student inter

action, and which have driven more than one educational experimentalist

to despairo The computer-based environment gives us one sort of control;

a sharply defined set of educational objectives and appropriately con

strained instrllCtional materials provide a second controL Whether these

controls are sufficient to allow us to t:race clearly the variable repre

sented by student learning style is a question which remains to be

answeredo An answer to the really crucia.l question of how we can gen:...

eralize from such analyses to better teaching situations is even more

remote at the momento

Some of the more important tenets which have provided the structure

for the actual writing of materials are sketched belowo In the wording

of these tenets we have tried to state clearly our present position on

a number of issues which we feel ax'e crucial in the design of a reading

curriculum and on whieh there has been less than universal. agreement

among reading specialistso A discussion of -the tenets follows 0

L Reading and spelling are taught independentlyo

20 Reading is initiated with a decoding or transfer stage during

which the student learns to associate graphic patterns that

look alike in a specified way with speech sequences that

s01L~d alike in a specified 'wayo

.30 The association of sight to sound is initially affected bet'ween

letter patterns and VCG (or spoken syllabic) units and is

meaning·-independent 0
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4, The sequence of presentation of items in this association

learning is determined primarily by a scaling of difficulty

of the VCG (or syllabic) units, The sequence is determined

secondarily by the regulari.ty of the orthographic and phono

logical correspondences, by the productivity of the items

comprising a VCG set, and by the usefulness (e,g" for story

writing) of the items comprising the set,

5, Every graphic pattern is presented as a member of a rhyme set

and an alliteration set, the distingui.shing characteristics

of these sets being displayed in a matrix format,

6, Word items presented in the matrix format, emphasizing the

regularity of graphic and phonetic pattern correspondences,

are immediately introduced in various sequential contexts

which emphasize somewhat independently the morphological,

syntactic, and semantic functions of these matrix-learned

items,

7, Patterned word items appear in poems, stories, essays, and

descriptions in which the features of pronunciation, gram

matical function, and meaning of word items are shown to

function conjointly to convey the writer's intention to the

reader,

Tenet L

Reading and spelling are taught independently, There are both

practical and theoretical reasons for our decision to separate reading

and spelling instruction,
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From a practical point of view, our program is an attempt to provide

non-readers with some limited analytic skills--phonological,morphological,

syntactic and semantic--and some considerable confidence in the use of

these skills. It is not oUr intention to teach the child all of the

sound-symbol pattern correspondences, all of the morphological variations,

all of the usages of frequent vocabulary items, or all of the sentence

patterns of English. It is our intention to give the student enough skill

and self confidence to involve him in that confrontation known as begin

ning reading. We believe it is the ability to make reasonable inferences

concerning unfamiliar or unobserved sequences on the printed page that

we are ultimately trying to teach in reading. We feel that these

heuristic requirements of successfUl reading are at odds with the de

terministic requirements of successful spelling.

Fries takes a somewhat more conservative stand than we do on this

issue and yet concludes that the "high speed automatic recognition

responses, which readers must acquire, differ quite clearly both in kind

and quantity from the productive skills which writers must acquire"

(Fries, 1963).

More specifically, we observe that particular reading obstacles are

often, if not customarily, unrelated to particular spelling obstacles.

Recall of the spelling distinctions between lamb, limb, and ~, and

the rhyme set, ~, rim, and~, may represent a serious problem for

many. However, there is little difficulty in reconstructing the appro

priate pronunciations in oral reading for thumb or ~, ~ or ~,

limb or rim, since English does not permit final I-mbl clusters and

speakers of English tend to reject pronunciation of final Imbl in

favor of final 1m!.
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Similarly, the final syllables of carat, garret, merit, carrot, and

gamut would all be represented phonemically as / - at!, Frpm the speller I s

point of view these items present a host of problems, not the least of

which is the proper spelling representation of the final weak syllable,

However, such items present no particular identification problems from

the reading transfer point of view, We feel thi.s would be true even if

the final syllables were to be "over-pronounced" with full stressed value

rather than with the appropriate reduced unstressed value /-at/,

We were interested in the extent to which a "full" rather than a

"reduced" vowel pronunciation in a set H.ke that cited above would

inhibit word recognition on the par~ of beginning readers, That is, if

a reader were to produce the final syllables of the words cited above

with stressed-syllable appropriate vowels or so-called "spelling"
,

pronunciations (Le" /aet/ as in rat, /~t/as in pet, /it/ as in bit,

/B:t/ as in rot, /ut/ as in put, would this significantly inhibit the

reader I S ability to associate this "spelling" pronunciation with the

normal "conversational" pronunciation of the same vocabulary item?

A series of familiar vocabulary items* were pronounced to beginning

readers with the following kinds of distortions, Two syllable words with

normal stress on the first syllable were stressed on the second syllable

with. an accompanying "full" second vowel and "reduced" first vowel, where

in normal pronunciation the opposite would be true, Thus carrot, nor-

mally pronounced /kerat/ was now rendered /karat/, Two syllable words

*More than 10 observations in the Kolson list (Kolson, 1960),
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normally stressed on the second syllable were stressed on the first with

similar change of vqwel values. Thus, forget, normally /farget/ became

/forgat/. Also included in the list of words were several items which

had three medial non-contiguous, orthographic vowels, suggesting a three

syllable pronunciation, but in which the orthographic medial vowel was

not normally pronounced. Such items are general /jenr~l!, several

/se'vr~, chocolate /c£kl'i;;t/, evening /1yvni"Y) /, etc. In the experimental

list these items with normally unpronounced medial syllables were pro"

nouncedwith stressed medial syllables and 'with accompanying vowel value

changes. Thus general became / j ~er;;l!, choco.late /c;;k<~lat/, etc.

These anomalous pronunciations were presented to pre-reading subjects

by tape recorder and without linguistic context. The children were told

the items were familiar words pronounced by a foreign speaker of English

and were asked to identify the words the foreign voice was trying to say.

There was better than 50 percent one-trial recognition on the two

syllable items and better than 40 percent recognition on the three

syllable items. Almost all errors were errors of omission. It is not

clear with what rigor these data should be interpreted. The results do

seem to suggest that in an almost optimal distortion condition children

are able to tolerate vowel and stress anomalies such as might arise

from severe over-generalization of simple syllable pattern pronunciations.

This observation appears in keeping with the classical observation

that "the intelligability of speech depends almost entirely on the

presence of consonants" (Carterette and Jones, 1965). Data on spelling

errors, on the other hand, indicate that "the majority of spelling

errors occur in vowels in mid-syllables of words" (Patten,1964). Thus
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the important cues for correct word recognition are primarily consonants,

while the important cues for word spelling are primarily vowels. These

data are interpreted as support for the independence of important specific

skills in reading versus specific skills in spelling,

From a theoretical point of view we would find ourselves in some

disagreement with several studies seeking to show that since reading and

spelling skills show high correlation, they should be taught as inter

related subjects. Not all studies, of course, show such correlation

(Ibeling, 1961; Plessas and Ladley, 1963). Several supportive studies

are incomplete in that they fail to cite correlations between spelling

and other school-taught skills (Betts, 1945) or fail to indicate reading

and spelling correlations with I.Q., perceptual accuity, attention span

and the like (Peake, 1940). The correlations are also somewhat suspect

in that most of the correlational studies were undertaken in school

systems where integrated teaching of reading and spelling was the common

practice.

In studies where one or more of the above objections does not hold

true, a serious question appears as to the high "natural" correlation

between reading and spelling skills. For instance, Gates and Chase

(1926) report a much higher perforrr,ance in spelling among deaf children

than among hearing children matched equally in reading skill. Goodman

and Goodman (1963), reporting on the spelling skill of the self-taught

reader, show that the child could handle 100 percent of the test words

successfully in reading, could recognize correct from incorrect spellings

with 91 percent accuracy, but could actually spell the test words with

only 58 percent accuracy.
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Following the reasoning above one need not constrain reading mate"

rials to suppress items which are "regular" and "productive," but .which

are at variance with conventional spellings. Thus, ~-, lim-, and thum-

might appear in pattern exercises whereas lamb, limb, and~ might

not. These last would appear only in sentential context.* From the

linguist's point of view these two sets of items are in complementary

distribution; that is, roughly stated, lamb, limb and ~' pronounced

/laem/, /lim/, /Sdll/, appear only between spaces (as words) whereas ~'

lim, thum, likewise pronounced /lce m/, /lim/, /Sam/ appear only as word

parts. ** Some such knowledge on the part of the reader is obviously

necessary in order for him to render appropriate pronunciations for

Lambert, limber, and lumber as /lrembart/., /l{mbar/, /lambar/, rather
, , /

than /lce mart/, /limar/, and /lamar/.

It is our feeling that some benefit in spelling would result from

a program such as ours with considerable emphasis on sound-symbol pattern

correspondences in reading. It would also appear likely that without

specific and independent instrQction in spelling, generalizations from

appropriate symbol-sound correspondences to inappropriate sound-symbol

correspondences might easily take place. It is, perhaps, superfluous

*In fact, we have tried to establish the appropriate pattern
generalization without inclusion of such possibly confusing items as
lam, lim, and thum. The advisability of this decision will be examined
;n-the-basis of the difficulty experienced by students in handling
polysyllabic words where such segments appear.

**This is an obvious over-simplification since the "word" items
can appear with prefixes and suffixes as word parts, e.g., unlamblike.
The point remains that the mutually exclusive environments in which the
two sets occur can be quite rigorously stated.
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to state that we feel the benefits of the proposed reading approach will

outweigh its liabilities both in reading and spelling.

Tenet 2.

Reading isi.nitiated with a decoding or transfer stage during which

the student learns to associate graphic patterns that look alike in a

specified way with speech sequences that sound alike in a specified way.

Previous citations of Bloomfield and Fries attempt to justify the

initial presentation of items out of sentential context, and in sets

such that the visual similarity of the items comprising the graphic set

is shown to correspond in some consistent way to the auditory similarity

of the items comprising the VCG set. Elaboration of our own position is

found throughout the paper and particularly in our discussion on the

Vocalic Center Group and the use of matrix displays below.

Tenet 3.

The association of sight to sound is initially affected between

letter patterns and VCG (or spoken syllabic) units and is meaning

independent.

We have already spoken at some length about the viability of sight

sound association in matching spelling patterns and appropriate VCG

units. In this section and the following we will separately consider

the issue of "meaning-independent" pattern association transfer and,

secondly, the issue of pattern sequence in the instructional program.

The most controversial point in Tenet 3 is that pattern corres

pondences are taught as "meaning-independent," or, in other words, that

correspondences are taught through the use of nonsense syllables as well

as lexical word items. Both Fries and Carroll appear to oppose the use
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of nonsense syllables in early transfer training. "The teaching of the

mechanics of techniques of word recognition is best done with materials

which are maximally meaningful to the learner" (Carroll, 1963). "The

'transfer' stage will have much less confusion for the pupil if the body

of language meanings and language signals used is limited strictly to

those already within his linguistic experience .•. contrasts used should

always be of items within a whole pattern.,never of items less than a

word" (Fries, 1963).

Bloomfield takes an opposite point of view. "The acquisition of

nonsense syllables is an important part of the task of mastering the

reading process" (Bloomfield and Barnhart} 1961). None of these authors

cites supporting empirical evidence.

These same authors advocate teaching the relationship of "language

signals represented by auditory patterns to the same langnage symbols

represented by patterns of graphic shapes" (Fries, 1963). Such regular

"pattern" relationships often hold over word sets we might assume to be

of "maximal meaningfulness" for the learner. Such a set might be repre

sented by the items ~, ~, ~, fan, and tan. But the appropriate

pattern generalization holds as well for words of less than "maximal

meaningfulness" to the child, e.g., ban, ~, .::::~,~. The general

ization also holds over parts of larger words which, as parts, have no

meaning at all, e.g., han, gan, ~} etc.

We hypothesized that it would facilitate the child's acquisition

of the generalization covering all these cases to use items from each of

the categories mentioned above as training examples. This initial

hypothesis was based on our interpretation of several independently
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reported experimental results. In some T-scope* recognition tasks re-

ported by Postman and Rosenzweig (1956), the authors suggest that

recognition thresholds for word items -ink, for morphemic non-word items

-ing, and for non-morphemic syllables -int are approximately equal, pro·-

vided the items are of equal frequency in the language ;in their words

"the failure of English words to yield lower threshold than the nonsense

syllables suggests that the subject is no less ready to use syllables as

response units than he is English of comparable linguistic frequency"

(Postman and Rosenzweig, 1956). Results reported by Brown and McNeill

(1966) on the "tip of the tongue" phenomena suggest, again as we inter-

pret their data, that word items may be stored in memory in both a

phonetic as well as a semantic net. That is, subjects are often able to

retrieve information about the syllabic structure of an item without

being able to retrieve the item itself or some semantic equivalent for

the item.** We know that adults can render consistent and, in some

intonational sense, dramatic readings of Lewis Carroll's "Jabberwocky,"

although this is composed largely of items without definition, referent,

or previous use and thus without "meaning" in any generally accepted use

of that term.

In experimental situations with populations more similar to our

own we find other corroborative evidence. McNeil and Stone (1965) have

*Tachistoscope: a device for testing perception, memory, etc. by
throwing images of objects on a screen for very brief, measured periods
of time.

**Brown and McNeil give the example wherein a dictionary definition
for sampan "a small boat used in the harbors and rivers of China and
Japan" elicited as responses Saipan, Siam, Cheyenne, sarong, sanching,
and sympoon (as well as the expected junk).
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found that "children trained with nonsense words made fewer errors dur-

ing the training period and on the criterion test and did significantly

better in identifying sounds found in both nonsense and meaningful words."

While we would not concur wholeheartedly with the McNeil and Stone premise

that "to learn to read, the child must be able to hear and to distinguish

the separate sounds in words," their results do suggest the existence of

a phonological processing capability which may (but which usually does

not) operate independently of syntactic or semantic processing.

It is not surprising that the willingness to consider the sound

system of language and the meaning system of language independently is

more prevalent among linguists than among psychologists, philosophers,

or educators. In a passage from the classic 'work in American linguistic

studies, Leonard Bloomfield states the most generally held view of

historical sound change.

Theoretically we can understand the regular change of
phonemes if we suppose that language consists of two layers
of habit. One layer is phonemic. The speakers have certain
habits of voicing, tongue movement, etc. These habits make
up the phonetic system of the language. The other layer con
sists of formal semantic habits. The speakers habitually
utter certain combinations of phonemes in response to certain
types of stimuli and respond appropriately when they hear the
same combinations. These habits make up the grammar and
lexicon of the language.

One may conceivably acquire the phonetic habits of the
language without using any of its significant forms. This
may be the case of a singer who has been taught to render a
French song with correct pronunciation or of a mimic who,
knowing no French, can yet imitate a Frenchman' s English.
On the other hand, if the phonemes of a foreign language are
not completely incommensurable with ours, we may utter sig
nificant forms of this language without acquiring its phonetic
habits. This is the case of some speakers of French and
English who converse freely in each other's languages but,
as we say, with an abominable pronunciation. (Bloomfield, 1933).
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This theoretical position is closely related to the practical or

pedagogical position that the transfer from the graphic system to the

sound system of .language can be effected independently of transfer from

the graphic system to the meaning system, Fries' defense of the use of

meaningful materials in the transfer stage is not a linguistic defense

but a pedagogical and, in particular, a motivational one, The motiva

tional justification may well be warranted; this we must consider, The

point to be stressed here, however, is that Fries' decision to effect

transfer at the "sound" level, using "meaningful" materials, is not a

"linguistic" decision, and thus needs to be supported by evidence other

than linguistic evidence,

It was this phonological processing capability which we felt could

be tapped in the transfer or decoding stage of initial reading--that

stage during which the child learns to respond quickly to graphic

sequences in the same manner as he does to corresponding vocal sequences,

We examined this question in some detail in our own experiments. In

one experimental situation (Atkinson and Hansen, 1966) 12 five-year old

children were taught to associate the appropriate sound patterns to a

series of letter patterns. The training was conducted daily for 15

30-minute sessions. The training items were 77 CVC items composed by

taking all orthographic combinations of initial m, n, p, t, c, b, d,

f, h, sand r; final m, n, p, t, b, d, g; and the medial vowel a. The

set contained 31 word items which appeared more than five times in the

observations reported in John Kolson, The VocabUlary of Kindergarten

Children (1960). These are items which can perhaps be considered of

"maximal meaningfulness" to the children in Carroll's sense. We were
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interested in observing the relative difficulty that children displayed

in acquiring l!nonsense" as opposed to "meaningful" responses to these

orthographically presented items.

The mean proportion of correct responses (pronunciation per graphic

exposure) to all 77 word items for all children over all trials was .898.

The mean for the 31 items defined as meaningful was .908 and for the 46

non-meaningful items .891. However, for several individual patterns this

order was reversed. Thus, of the 11 items comp:C'ising the consonant + an

rhyme pattern, there were six llrneaningful" items (~J pan, ~, ~,

fan,~) and five "non-meaningfulll items (E:~~, ban, dan,~, san)~

The mean proportion of correct responses was .893 for the meaningful

items and .909 for the non-meaningful items. Similarly, for the 14

items comprising the sa + consonant and ca + consonant alliteration

patterns, the mean proportion correct for the seven meaningful i terns

(can, cap, cat, cab, sap, sat, sad) was .908 and for the seven non

meaningful items (~, cad, ~, ~, ~, sab, sag) was .933. Our

interpretation of this data is that 1) children can learn to associate

regular pronunciations of nonsense items to spelling patterns fairly

easily, and 2) for some pattern sets nonsense associations appear easier

to learn than meaningful associations.

We do not know how many examples are needed to establish a given

reader I s ability to generalize over a sound-symbol relationship such as

those we have been discussing. A tentative model for such a determination

is outlined in Hansen and Rodgers (1965). It is obvious that certain

sound-symbol relationships which are fully as regular as the sets we

have cited have an inventory of few items of maximal meaningfUlness.
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For example, the two high freq~ency items cup and pup would seem an in-

sufficient number for acquisition of the generalization which holds

between letter sequences of the form consonant + up and the set of rhymed

pronunciations of which !kap! and !pap! are members. One has the choice

then of not presenting such items as cup and pup, or of treating them as

exceptional non-patterned items, or of including cup and~ in a practice

series which also includes other regular items of lesser familiarity or

which represent word partials, e.g., gup, EUP, rup, ~, yup, etc. The

principal objection to this last course has been that the learner has

no meaningful "image" for such items as !gap!, !h;,p!, !r;,p!, !s;,p!, and

!y;,p!, and hence finds these letter pattern-sound pattern associations

hard to learn.

The data reported above seem to indicate that this is not necessarily
,

the case. T~ere are in addition several pedagogical possibilities for

minimizing the objection as stated. First, the items can be made more

"meaningful" either by showing their use in a fuller context, e.g., gup

in guppy and sup in supper, or by assigning fantasy meanings to these

items after the fashion of Dr. Seuss. Another possibility is to use the

items in brief games where the emphasis is on learning the sound corres-

pondences and not on establishing a tie between a printed form and some

meaningful mental image. Success in learning to pronounce and recognize

nonsense items seems to represent a "real" accomplishment for the child

in the same sense that winning marbles is a "real" accomplishment.

Neither of these accomplishments has an immediate or meaningful reward

other than in terms of the game itself. Our curriculum has attempted

to employ all of these techniques--maximal use of highly meaningful and
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easily picturable word items as pattern exemplars, and as well, assign-

ment of fantasy meanings and use of gmue techniques for practicing on

other word pattern instances,*

Tenet 4,

The sequence of presentation of items for association learning is

determined primarily by a scaling of difficulty of the VCG (or syllabic)

units 0 The sequence is determ.ined secondarily by the regularity of the

orthographic and phonological correspondences, by the productivity of

the items comprising a VCG set, and by the usefulness (eog" for story-

writing) of the items comprising the seto

There are several diverse sortE of evidence which tend to support

our assumption 1) that sets of pronunciation units (vocalic center groups

in our interpretation) can be hierarchically ordered in terms of speaker

preference, 2) that this preference hierarchy tends to be quite pervasive,

for speakers of the Sffille language, and 3) that this preference scaling

presents a useful schema for ordering spelling patterns in teaching

primary readingo The demonstration of' this clai.m is presented in Hansen

and Rodgers (1965)0

*We might inject a brief aside here as to the range of "other
patterned word instances 0 " In the pattern we have been discussing,
pup represents an occurring meaningful and well- formed pattern eXffillple;
gup represents an occurring (in guppy) well-formed but non-meaningful
pattern exemplar; vup represents a non-occurring, non-meaningful but
well-formed pattern exemplar; xup represents a non-occurring, non
meaningful and non-well-formed pattern exemplar, In our materials we
have restricted ourselves to use of the first two pattern eXffillple types,
Use of these two provides, we feel, a sufficient number of patterned
items for practicing and learning the relevant sound-symbol general
izations, useful in their own right as observable instances of that
generalization.
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The literature contains supportive studies which we will mention

only briefly, Evidence from studies of language universals provides

"objective evidence of the difficulty of [consonant] clusters II (Greenberg,

1965). Greenberg demonstrates that the longer the consonant sequence is,

the less favored is that sequence in language use, He also demonstrates

that certain consonant combinations of a given length are universally

less favored than certain other combinations of the same length. From

this evidence we would infer, for instance, that the final two consonant

sequence in apt makes the syllable in which it occurs less favored and

more difficult than the syllable ant in which a different final two

consonant sequence occurs, Studies of language change

language pathology (Jakobson, 1942), language ontogeny

(Meillet, 1926),

" v(Svackin, 1948),

speech perception (Pickett, 1958), speech articulation (Trubetskoy, 1939),

speech synthesis (Liberman et aI, 1959) and second language learning

(Rodgers, 1967) similarly suggest the existence of such a hierarchy of

p~eferred VCG types, and are in substantial agreement as to the basic

features determining the hierarchical scaling,

In our experimentation we have attempted to measure the extent to

which young speakers are influenced by VCG preferences similar to those

demonstrated for adult speakers (Greenberg and Jenkins, 1963), and

further, to see to what extent such preferences might be reflected in

early reading behaviors, In one experiment children were taught to

render appropriate pronunciation responses to orthographic nonsense

sequences. 'Each sequence was five letters long and each corresponding

pronunciation was five phonemes in length. Examples of alternate con-

sonant vowel sequences (CVCVC) fegom, of initially clustered sequences
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(CCCVC) ~, of initially and finally clustered sequences (CCVCC)

~, and of finally clustered sequen'ces (CVCCC) borst were presentedo

Our prediction was that the difficulty of acquisition would be easy to

hard in the order presented aboveo The results significantly confirmed

this predictiono In othe:,:, studies we examined performance on highly

familiar words of the same syllabic shape (CVC)o The preference ranking

predicted on the basis of Jakobson and Halle's interpretation of the

sonority theory (Jakobson and Halle, 1956) was generally confirmedo

The results of these studies led to sequencing principles for the

initial vocabulary presentationo This sequence is presented schematically

in Table 10 Typical of these principles are the following:

10 VCG sets containing single consonant elements are 'introduced

before those containing consonant clusters (tap and rag before

trap) 0

20 VCG sets containing initial consonant clusters are introduced

before those containing final consonant clusters (stop before

post) 0

30 VCG sets containing check (short) vowels are introduced before

those containing letter name (long) vowels (met and mat before

meat or mate) 0

40 Single VCG sequences are introduced before multiple VCG

sequences (mat before matter, stut before stutter).

~~re detailed decisions were required to determine the order of

introduction of specific vowels and consonants within a VCG pattern and

the introduction of specific VCG patterns in polysyllabic wordso These

decisions frequently represented a compromise, hopefully clearly defined,



between linguistic factors, pattern productivity, item frequency, and

textual "usefulness" in that order of significance. (See Hansen and

Rodgers et al, 1966, for a fuller discussion of these issues.)

Tenet 5.

Every graphic pattern is presented as a member of a rhyme set and

an,alliteration set, the distinguishing characteristics of these sets

being displayed in a matrix format.

In considering the optimality of various presentation formats for

word items, one is concerned with several different kinds of measures.

Let us consider three possible presentation formats and several of the

more important measures we might use to test the effectiveness of the

presentation formats.

Presentation Format 1 is the matrix format.

ad at it

b

d

f

bad bat bit

dad dat dit

fad fat fit

Learning exercises consist of having the student build words from

column and row intersections, identify a row (alliteration) or column

(rllyme) set and pronounce and identify individual word items. The

matrix test consists of having students point to a particular word or

appropriate word location in the matrix.
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Presentation Format 2 is the list format, Here the same nine items

of the matrix might be listed in random or controlled order, Learning

is essentially rote, The first word in the list is indicated, the child

does or does not pronounce it, he is shown a picture referent and/or

given the pronunciation of the word, and continues in a similar manner

through the items of the list, In the list test the student is asked

to point to a particular word in a list Dr four tD eight words,

In the sentence format (Format 3) the same word items might be

presented in sentential context (~ had ~ tan cat, Dan can bat the

~ cat" etc,), Sentence construction usually requires foreknowledge

on the part of the student of some "sight" function word items (the,

is, ~ in the experimental situation), The student is read a sentence

which he also sees, and is directed to identify a word i.n the sentence,

e, g" "The cat is bad, Touch' bad' . " In the sentence test the student

is asked to read the entire sentence.

The measures in which one might be inter;ested are 1) trials to

criterion, i, e" learning time required to identif'y and pronounce all

word items, 2) short term and delayed recall of word items, 3) identi-

fication and pronunciation of format learned words in a ne·w format,

e, g" list and sentence format for matrix learned items, and 4) transfer

of training to new word items,

Tests such as those we propose have not, to our knOWledge, yet

been made, 'rhe CAr program permits the presentation of alternate formats

in particular lessons and thus will yield data Buch as that we propose

might be gathered, There is, however, some relevant empirical research
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The Levin-Watson results are less relevant to our own investigations

than might initially appear, We would, for example, have different, views

as to what constitutes a list of a sufficient nurrlber of items (Wand L

use only four), as to what represents a "pattern" (Wand L "constant"

list i terrls are similar only in medial vowel), and as to what represents

a legitimate test of transfer (Wand L used transfer items having no

letters or sounds in common with the learned lists),

Moreover, in a subsequent study Levin and Watson (1961b) found that

learning of a constant or patterned list was significantly faster than

learning of a non-patterned or variable list, In a similar study Levin,

Baurn 8...'ld Eostwick (1963) concluded that when only regular (or constant,

or one letter to one sound) correspondences had to be learned, a constant

list facilitated such transfer learning better than did a variable list,

TIli,s was f'eU to be a special case, for SpaniSh children, in that Spanish

displays a rela.tionship of the orthography to the phonology which is

regular or constant in the above sense, Theoretically, this result

would also apply to English children as long as they encountered only

constant items, i, e" items which display a consistent one to one corres-

pondence between orthography and phonology, Thi,s J of course, returns

to the crucial question which we have raised previously; that is, if we

teach initial reading ~' if the relationship of orthographic to phono-,
logic patterns in English is one to one J does this later prove

facilitating or inhibiting to the student in actual reading performance

on materials contai.ning a normal nurnber of irregular pattern correspondences?'

Colleagues of Levin and Watson report studies which show that young

readers intuitively "perceive some regUlarities of correspondence between
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the printed and written terms and transfer these to the reading of un

familiar items •. This generalizing process undoubtedly promotes readIng

effIcIency and could be facilitated by presentIng materIal in such a way

as to enhance the regu1aritIe s and speed up their IncorporatIon" (GIbson,

Osser and PIck, 1963). In an earlier T-scope recognitIon experIment,

Gibson, Pick and Osser (1962) concluded that the appropriate unit over

which such reading generalization takes place is "neither the single

letter or the whole word but a higher order imrariant derived from

grapheme-phoneme correspondences." The matrix presentation is a format

which we believe displays such "higher order invariant" patterns in a

manner that most "enhances the regularities."

The practical question of what form of presentation does most to

"enhance these regularities" was considered by Silberman (1964) in some

learning studies somewhat more comparable to our own. Silberman was

concerned with the design of a program teaching spelling patterns that

optimized learning of the items and, more particularly, optimized transfer

to similar but novel items. After a number of progralli comparisons,

Silberman concluded that "chi.ldren do not necessarily induce letter-

sound relationships upon being exposed to whole words and. that a synthetic

approach (building whole words out of parts) produced results superior

to those obtained 'with the general program which was restricted to whole

words." Successful performance with a SUbsequent analytic approa·~h

program suggested that the part to whole or whole to part sequence is

less important than "that both whole words and their parts be explicitly
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included within the progrmll, " Specifically, program comparisons con-

trasted the effectiveness of various presentations of the pattern items

comprising the matrix below.*

an it at in

l'

r

s

m

- --
fan f'i.t fat fin

..-
ran rit rat rin .

san sit sa.t sin

man mit mat min

The diagonal items fan, .!!:,!, sat, and min were not taught and were

used as transfer test items, The program yielding maximum transfer was

composed of 757 lea.rning items presented over a period of 11 days, This

program instructed students in "amalgamation" of initial continuent

consonants with final rhyme patterns (C + VC --'> R + AN --'> RAN) • A com-

parative program teaching amalgmnation of CV + C (RA + N ..., RAN) proved

coniliderably less effective,

'rhe program of amalgamating or blending initial cont:l.nuent conso-

nants with final rhymes was achieved with some difficulty, Silberman

notes "some children would consequently pronounce RUHAN rather than

RAN when asked to put the sounds together and say them both 'lu:i.ckly, "

This problem becomes considerably more severe when non~continuent2

appear as initial consonants, e,g" E +~, ~ +~, £ +~, ! +~,

*Silberman uses matrices in the discussion of experimental. pattern>?
but not as instructional devices.
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~ + ~,£ +~. This is one of the principal reasons why, while agree-

ing with Silberman's general conclusions, we encourage children to see
an

the explicit components of the matrix learned items on the axes, r I ran I,
but to say only the whole word or syllable in the cell. Silberman found

no problem in transfer from pattern reading to reading for meaning and

notes that "in every case if the child could pronounce the word he was

also able to match the word with its picture." Our own results confirm

this finding.

Our discussion of the matrix as a means for presenting and teaching

alliterative and rhyming patterns should note,at least in passing, cer-

tain CAl system desiderata. The most important of these concerns our

intent to make on-line, real-time decisions as to the optimal program

sequences for each individual student. A straightforward approach for

arriving at such decisions is to look at the gross response scores for

each student after the completion of a certain block of material and to

decide on the basis of these scores whether he should proceed, repeat,

or review. A more sophisticated approach to this decision making is to

attempt to determine those aspects of the learning materials which are

particularly trouble-some or trouble-free for the individual, and to

provide materials concentrating on, or in the second case, minimizing

instruction in the critical areas. The issues here are essentially

parallel to those classically discussed as achievement as opposed to

diagnostic testing.

It is our conviction that the evaluation of student progress should

be diagnostic in nature and that the diagnoses should be as thorough as



we can feasibly make them. Since the mass of CAl evaluated responses

made by the student are mUltiple choice respons~s in one form or another,

it follows from the previous discussion that the structure of the alternate

choices must be diagnostically analyzable if the program is to isolate

individual reading problems and prescribe appropriate diagnostic blocks.

This is a principal reason why features of phonological, morphological,

syntactic, and semantic structures are analyzed, taught, and tested in

separate instructional blocks as well as in blocks stressing their coor

dinate functions.

Likewise, in that instructional block stressing graphic and phonetic

correspondence patterns (the matrix materials), we wish to evaluate those

features 'which cause individual difficulties in word recognition•. The

matrix format permits a fairly straightforward analysis of several dif

ferent types of errors in word recognition. This classification of word

recognition choices allows a comparison of a student's performance across

lesson sections and suggests the selection of particular remedial mate

rials focusing on individually relevant word recognition criteria. In

the following matrix, for example, the student might be asked to identify

(touch and say) Ubat."

ad at it

b

d

f

bad bat bit

dad dat dit
.

fad fat fit
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Correct selection would be registered as such, An incorrect selection

of bad would be classified as a final consonant error, selection of bit

as a medial vowel error, selection of dat as an initial consonant error,

selection of fad as a random or "other" error, A consistent pattern of

error types suggests an appropriate instructional focus. An inconsistent

pattern of errors suggests, perhaps, the desirability of a more basic

"phonics" type presentation, r·t might also suggest inattention or lack

of motivation on the part of the student, Identification of these

problems is obviously the first step to their remediation,

Tenet 6.

Word items presented in the matrix format, emphasizing the regularity

of graphic and phonetic pattern correspondences, are immediately intro

ducedin various sequential contexts which emphasize somewhat independently

the morphological, syntactic, and semantic functions of these matrix-

learned items.

This position raises several controversial issues; the following

are possibly the most crucial: 1) the status of linguistic units as read

ing units, 2) the status of linguistically defined markers as reading

cues, and 3) the separability of phonological, morphological, syntactic

and semantic task skills in the instructional program.

Some discussion of the status of linguistic units as reading units

can be found in our previ.ous treatment of linguistic and psychological

units, Although there have been several attempts i.n reading research to

find some correlation between reading units (determined, say, by studies

of visual blocks defined by eye movement), and linguistic units such as

phrases or clauses (determined by descriptive grammars), these studies have not
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proved particularly revealing. (See Dechant (1964) J and Anderson and

Dearborn (1952) J for discussion.) One experimental technique for examin-

ing the relationship between linguistic and "natural" reading sequences

is discussed below.

Hopef'lllly, studies now underway will provide some info.rmation con-

cerning the second issue, that of the status of li"nguistically defined

markers as reading cues. It has ge.Eerally been agreed that thes.entence

represents a ilnaturalll
(well~marked) 8equence common to both speech and

texto'* We were interested i.n the relationship of various other types

of linguistic constituencies to speeific reading tasks 0 lJ:he particular

issue in which we were interested concerned the e.ffect of lingD.istic

context on the identification of unfamiliar word items. A pilot stUdy

was designed which would hopefUlly suggest some approaches in investi-

gati.ng this issue. The following represent the constituenci.es in which

an "unfamiliar I! word item was presented:

1) Streg (no constituency)

2) VI.hUe streg (pre-modifier)

3) :I:'he white streg (noun phrase)

4) Ate the white streg (sentence predicate)

5) The old horse ate ~ white streg (sentence)

Several different sets of similar items were presented individ.llally

to second graders in two sCD-Ool communities as 6. 'i'read and explain" tasko

Our "disadvantaged" school test group showed a slight but consistent

""The larger units by which texts are usually structured, e.g.,
paragraphs, chapters, and books, are linguistically undefined.
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preference for the pre-modifier constituency, that is, they showed a

decreasing tendency to define or to hazard a pronunciation for the un

known item streg as the context enlarged or asstreg was presented in

isolation. The middle class school test group showed an equivalently

slight but consistent tendency to favor the sentence constituency.

Although each child did receive examples of each sentence type, the

number and composition of sentences were inadequate to justify strong

claims on the basis of the data. Similar results obtained in a more

thorough study ·would suggest re-examination of some fairly deeply in

graine.d practices in the presentation of words "in context."

Additional informal evidence concerning the relationship between

linguistic markers and reading cues has been noted by Fries and Lefevre.

futh Fries and Lefevre advocate rather explicit teaching of the morpho

logical and syntactic cueing system in reading instruction, but offer no

suggestions as to the optimal means for teaching this system or evidence

as to how graphically cued linguistic markers are used by competent

readers.

The third issue concerns the separability of "phonological,"

"morphological," "syntactic" and "semantic" attack skills in the in

structional program. There is, unfortunately, little empirical evidence

on this issue, but we would interpret the consensus of pedagogical

opinion to favor an integrated presentation of attack skills rather than

the somewhat analytic one we have chosen. One justificati.on for this

analytic course can be seen in our attempt to "factor out" those elements

of reading instruction and reading interpretation that seem to cause

particular students to experience difficulty with particular materials.



snapped~ trap.The

Certainly one way to evaluate the relative influence of these. factors is

by attempting to teach various interpretative skills independently, mea

suring the impact of training ~~, as well as the impact of the training

on general reading skill.

"Phonological" skills are taught through the device. of the matrix

and various rhyming and alliteration games which are discussed elsewhere.

"Morphological" skill exercises can be considered as having essen

tially t·wo forms. In one type of exercise, words of cont:rolled phonological

shape (previously learned matrix items) but of different form .class (e.g.,

nouns versus verbs) are mUltiple choice answers in the context of a

sentence read by the students:

sad

sit

rat

Word selections thus cued by ~-word combination are likewise cued

for grammatical form class by appropriate intra-word combinations. These

combinations involve affixation (snap, snaps, snapping, snappy, snappily,

unsnap, unsnapping) and compounding (snapshot, gingersnap).

In an experiment concerned with intra-word cues and morphological

distinctions, Labov (1966) presents interesting. experimental data showing

that morphological distinctions which are not distinguished in speech

are also often not observed in reading. Thus, in test sentences such

as "When I passed by, I read the poster)" the subject is cued to the

proper pronunciation of read by the -ed marker of the verb in the

subordinate clause. Labov's results showed "that -ed is interpreted

correctly less than half the time" by the experimental group of New
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York Negro children. This suggests that when the past tense is unmarked

in speech due to a shortening of final consonant clusters (passed

Ipae stl -> Ipae s/) , it is likewise ignored in reading where the distinc

tion is well-marked by the letter sequence -ed. Labov argues that it is

important in reading instruction to stress the linguistic cueing function

of the graphic sequence -·ed, but that this is quite a different matter

from getting the student to render a correct pronunciation of final -ed,

either in reading or in normal speech.

A form of syntactic reading skill exercise consists of the presen

tation of a set of brief sentences which we refer to as "expansion frames."

These provide patterned sentences in which students can practice recog

nition and pronunciation in context of newly acquired items. These are

"frames" in the sense that they represent a clearly delimited number of

sentence pattern types (8) that are introduced early in the reading

program and continue without permutation of the "major" elements. They

are "expansion frames" in that after a determined number of exposures

(approximately 20), the frames are augmented by syntactic adjuncts,*

usually in the form of modifiers whi.ch the students mayor may not have

met previously in the lesson materials. The development of the frame

type ~-verb-nO'l!ilmight be as follows: 1) They (verb). 2) They.~

(verb). 3) They can (verb) it. 4) They~ (verb) it~. 5) There

they~ (verb) it now, and so forth, where new matrix-learned verbs

are presented in the (verb ) position.

*See Harris (1962) for discussion of adjuncts.
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The purpose of these expansion frames involves several independently

evaluated issues: the frames reinforce inter-word form class cueing; they

provide a natural and familiar context for recognition practice of new

items in sentential setting; they encourage sentence pronunciation with

natural intonation; and they prcmote high speed recognition of items in

context as well as high speed recognition of the context itself. These

exercises look a bit like pattern practice drills in second language

learning and have many of the same faults and virtues. It should. be

stressed that these exercises are performed at hi.gh speed. A total lesson

block of 25 expansion-frame sentences is presented for reader prommcia

tion and instructor reinforcement in less than two minutes. A typical

pattern is the following: a student is asked to read the sentence aloud

when it appears and to finish before the instrllctor voice pronounces the

sentence (2 seconds after appearance). 'rhey~ flap it. They~ trap

it. They~ snap it ..•• What's .:': snap? What's.:': trap? What's ~ flap?

They're too flat. They're too fat .••.

The similarity between the bas:ic expansion frames and the kernel

sentence types in English as described theoretically by Harris (1962)

and pedagogically by Roberts (1962), is not accidental. It :is our hope

that an analysis of response speed and accuracy over certain syntactic

sentence types will suggest if "sentence type," in the sense here dis

cussed, is correlated with any significant measure of reading behavior.

The sect;i.ons of the instructional materials stressing "semantic"

interpretation of matrix-presented word items represents a fairly

traditional approach. One section assures that the student i..8 fall1iliar

with the meaning of items as they are u.sed i.n the lessons. These
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"usage" sections stress semantic func'tion rather than paraphrase or

synonomy.. A typical presentation item asks the students to identify and

pronounce a word "that means something you might use to hit a baseball."

Semantic function in context is the focus of another lesson section--

the wh question section. Here controlled question patterns initiated

with the so-called wh words--who, what, where, ~, why, how-- are

presented to the student after the initial presentation of an information

sentence or text. What did he hit it with? Where

~~ hit ~?) Variables of interest here are 1) the type of wh

question, 2) the type and length of information text, and 3) form class

and position of the appropriate response word(s) within a particular

information text.

An objection, with which we would have to agree, was raised at the

last Claremont conference by William Iverson: "As an outside observer

it seems to me that the computer-assisted program above the sentence

level is less well defined than that below the sentence level" (Iverson,

1967). We would ~~rther concur, at least in part, with Iverson's ex-

planation for this failing. "Adequate hypotheses about comprehension

in the larger pieces of discourse are only partially formulated"

(Iverson, 1967). As was suggested earlier, the area under discussion

is one in which there is a dearth of relevant empirical data. It is

our belief that our program results will provide some data relevant to

certain propositions of general interest. These propositions, in sum,

are as follows: 1) that word discovery and textual interpretation are

tied to the reader's ability to make optimal use of phonological,

morphological, syntactic and semantic cues in the text; 2) that such
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cues are linguistically definable; 3) that these four types of cUes can

be taught somewhat independently; 5) that the effect of this teaching

on certain specific and general reading skills can be measured; and

6) that these measUres will yield valuable information as to the use-,

fulness of particular cues in particular texts for particular readers.

Tenet 7.

Patterned word items appear in poems " stories, essays, and descrip

tions in which the features of pronunciation, grammatical function, and

meaning of word items are shown to function conjointly to convey the

writer's intention to the reader.

Presently it is difficult to discuss this tenet in specific detail,

as there is little evidence to suggest by what internal process the

skills taught in the first stage of reading become automatic and are

differentially applied to different types of reading materials.

Again, it is important to stress that this paper has been devoted

almost exclusively to one stage of reading--that which we consider to

be initial and highly crucial. This is the stage which Fries calls the

transfer stage, which Carroll calls tbe translation stage, and which we

have referred to elsewhere as the decoding stage. As to those stages

of reading which Fries calls the "productive" stage and, later, the

stage of "vivid imagination realization," we have offered some specula

tion but little specification. In our discussion we have tried to

suggest how coordinated exercises stressing grammatical meaning, function,

and intonation of sentential sequences will lead beginning readers to

reading interpretations of the types stressed in these SUbsequent stages.
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We can, at present, make less useful generalizations about the processes

by which an individual ultimately develops or fails to develop an adult

mastery in reading.

We feel that transfer or decoding skills can and indeed should be

taught as general skills which are subject-independent0 However, when

these skills have been developed and demonstrated in high speed recog

nition and response tasks, the subsequent stages of reading instruction

can best be considered in the specific context of the subject field of

the texts to be read. This assumes, for example, that narrative and

expository prose have different styles and functions, and accordingly

require different skills on the part of the reader as interpretero We

feel intuitively that this is true, and several studies support this

propositiono Robinson and Hall (1941), for example, find low correlation

between reading scores in art, fiction, geology, and history, even when

text selections were prepared by the same editoro However, such studies

do not point toward the factors of similarity or dissimilarity accounting

for these correlations or lack of correlationso Our own materials, in

which we vary text subject while holding vocabulary and sentence com

plexity relatively constant, will hopefully provide further insights

into this issueo

In this paper we have tried to state our intuitions about primary

reading acquisition in the form of detailed and testable propositionso

At the moment, we lack similarly detailed propositions supporting our

intuition about the linguistic, psychological and pedagogical features

which distinguish styles, functions, and interpretations of various

types of narrative and expository proseo It is our hope that the
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program we have outlined, in conjunction with accompanying programs for

data collection and analysis, will suggest such propositions in this'

relatively unexplored area.

Summary.

Some contemporary views on the role of linguistic science in the

design of reading materials and the teaching of primary reading were

contrasted. Four areas of linguistic study relevant to reading were

briefly examined: 1) the structure of the speech system, 2) the structure

of the graphic system, 3) the relationship of graphology to phonology,

and 4) the comparative syntax of spoken and written English.

Psycholinguistics and applied linguistics were viewed as possible

interfaces between the specific inquiries of lingUistics and the specific

requirements of instruction in reading. Some classical arguments as to

the relationship of linguistic description and psychological function

were reexamined in terms of problems in design of an initial reading

curriculum. The adaptation of the curriculum to the i.ndividual learning

characteristics of the student participants was viewed as a central

problem of education and of computer-assisted instruction (CAl) partic

ularly. The Stanford curriculum in computer-assisted instruction in

beginning reading was introduced as consequent of the preceding con

siderations. Seven psycholinguistic propositions of the Stanford

curriculum, in the form of tenets, were proposed and discussed in terms

of 1) contemporary pedagogical opinion, 2) related empirical research,

3) experimental investigations by the Stanford group, and 4) practical

consequences in the curriculum materials.
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